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What is OTOC ?

• Out-of-time-ordered correlator (OTOC) is something like

Larkin, Ovchinnikov (1968)

• More precisely, we define

Time-ordered correlator:

where t1  t2  · · ·  ti � · · · � tn�1 � tn

Out-of-time-ordered correlator is defined as those that cannot be 
written in the above form.
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(       is the phase space average)

What is the motivation ?
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If A and B are a canonical conjugate pair (e.g.  A=p, B=q),
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• Let us consider the squared commutator:

• It contains OTOCs.

• In the semiclassical limit,                            : Poisson bracket

Kitaev (2014), Maldacena, Shenker, Stanford (2015)
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• In chaotic systems, the time-evolving quantity A(t) sensitively depends 
on the initial condition A(0) (“butterfly effect”).

• The exponent    is an analog of the Lyapunov exponent in classical chaotic 
systems.
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OTOC and chaos
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• Larkin, Ovchinnikov (1968)
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It is shown that replacement of quantum-mechanical averages by the average values of the corre-
sponding classical quantities over all trajectories with a prescribed energy is not valid in the gen-
eral case. The dependence of the penetration depth on the field is found without making any assump-
tions about the weakness of the interaction between the electrons and the field of the impurities; the 
case of very dirty films is also considered. 

1. Use of a quasiclassical method[ 1 ' 21 has turned out to 
be convenient in a number of problems in the theory of 
superconductivity. In this method the calculation of 
various characteristics of a superconductor reduces 
to the calculation of the average value of a product of 
matrix elements of single-particle operators. Usually 
the quantum-mechanical averages are replaced by the 
average values of the corresponding classical quanti-
ties over all classical trajectories of a given energy. 
It is shown below that in certain cases such a substitu-
tion leads to erroneous results. This is associated 
with the fact that the momentum operators of an elec-
tron, situated in an impurity field, do not commute at 
different moments of time. The problem of the depend-
ence of the penetration depth on the magnetic field and 
on the impurity concentration is considered in detail 
in the London case. The interaction between electrons 
and impurities is not assumed to be weak. And in this 
case the dependence of the penetration depth on the 
field is determined not only by the cross sections but 
by the scattering amplitudes themselves. 

The case of very dirty films[3 J is also considered, 
where the interaction with impurities is not assumed 
to be weak or isotropic. The result only depends on 
the transport time Ttr· An equation is found for the 
critical field associated with an arbitrary concentra-
tion of impurities. 

2. The current density is expressed in terms of 
the Green's function by the formula 

6(r-;)pr:,G(;,r), 
m 

"' 
where the Green's function G( r, r' ) satisfies the 
Gor'kov equations which are conveniently written in 
matrix form: 

[ -H+iror:,+ ( _0d. + : (pA)r:,]c(r,r')= 6(r-r'), 

1 [)2 
H =- Zmfii2 + V(r)- Jl, 

(1) 

(2) 

where H is the Hamiltonian of an electron in the field 
of the impurities. 

In the approximation linear with respect to the field, 
the expression for the current in the representation of 
eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian H takes the form 

i(r)=-( {3) 
"' 

where 
1 ( - en- iro, - d ) 

Gn = -,----- · 
8n2 + ro2 + d 2 d , - 8n + iro 

Changing to a time representation and using the 
weak dependence of the diagonal matrix element on 
energy near the Fermi surface, we obtain 

where 

i(r)= -2nv ( :)'r I {ll(r-r(O))p(O) 

x(p(tt)A(t!)) )> r:,G (- t,)r:,G(tt)dt,, 

p(t) = exp(iHt)p exp(- illt), v = mpo/2rr.2, 

(4) 

and (( ... )) denotes the average over all states at the 
Fermi surface, 

i 
=- 2Ee-Eitl (E sign t + wT, + dr:y), E2 = w 2 + d 2. (5) 

For a Fourier component Eq. (4) takes the form 
Ne2 

j(g)= --;;-Q(g)A(g). (6) 

Below we confine our attention to consideration of 
the limiting London case when the change in the poten-
tial A is small over distances of the order of the size 
of a pair. In this case it is sufficient to find Q( 0 ) . 
Taking formula (5) into account, we obtain 

3nn• r 
Q(O)= J E-2 exp(-2E!t!){p,(O)p,(t))>dt. 

Poz w -XI 

The average appearing in this expression may be 
found with the aid of the kinetic equation and is given 
by 

(7) 

((p,(O)p,(t))) = 1/3Po2 exp(-!tl /Ttr). {8) 

Substituting this expression into formula (7), we obtain 
the usual expression for Q:[ 4 J 

Q(O)= nd2T [E2(E + 1/2-r,r)]-•. (9) 

It is important to note that formula (8) is obtained 
with the aid of the kinetic equation for the pair corre-
lation function. The collision term in this equation is 
expressed in terms of the scattering cross section and 
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The remaining nonvanishing terms are expressed 
in terms of P1, P2, and P3 with the aid of permutation 
of their arguments or complex conjugation. As a result 
we obtain: 

P(w,, wz, w3, w,) = 2Re {Pt(w 1w2 waw4 ) +P1 (w 4 w1 w2 w3 ) 

-P,( WtWzWaW4) - P,(w,w1wzwa) - P,( w,w,w 1 w2 ) 

-P,(wzwaw,w 1) +Pa(w,w,w3 w.)}. (21) 

Thus, the average value of the product of four mo-
menta is expressed not only in terms of the cross sec-
tion but also in terms of the amplitude for the scatter-
ing of electrons by impurities. This means that the 
average under consideration cannot be obtained with 
the aid of a classical distribution function. In the Born 
approximation the terms containing the scattering 
amplitudes vanish. It is of more interest that they also 
vanish in the limit of large impurity concentrations 
when w T « 1. In this limit 

P = B(.mpo5<tl[ll(w,- wa) + ll (<•>z- W4)] (22) 
and the average value of a product of four momenta 
decomposes into a product of pair averages: 

<(p,(t1)p,(t2) p,(t3 ) p,(t4)} = <(p,(t1) p,(tz)'>{p,(t,)p,(t,f> 
+ <(p,(tt)p,(t4 ))<p,(t,)p,(ta)'>. (23) 

In this case the result is expressed in terms of a 
transport cross section which, however, is not the 
classical result since it significantly depends on the 
order in which the momentum operators appear inside 
the averaging sign. This follows from the fact that the 
third possible product of pair averages is absent from 
the right-hand side of formula (23). Apparently in the 
limit of a large impurity concentration the product of 
an arbitrary number of momentum operators decom-
poses into a product of pair averages such that one can 
connect them by nonintersecting lines. 

4. In order to clarify the dependence of the average 
on the order of the operators it is convenient to con-
sider the special case of pairwise coincident times. 
From formulas (12), (19), and (20) it follows that 

(p,Z(O)p,2 (t)) = [ 1 exp{- JtJ ( J, (24) 

(p,(O)p,(t)p,(O)p,(t)) = Po'exp{- it! (s- -2-),j . 
"ttr 5 5ttr . 

(25) 
Expression (24) agrees with the result which is ob-

tained from the kinetic equation or by averaging over 
the classical trajectories. It is impossible to obtain 
expression (25) by such methods. This is associated 
with the fact that in formula (25) the momentum opera-
tors at different moments of time are arranged in an 
order which does not correspond to a classical trajec-
tory. The commutator between momentum operators 
at different moments of time is not small even though 
the electrons move like free particles almost all the 
time. 

Let us consider how this commutator changes in the 
quasiclassical limit 

([p,(t)p,(O)F> = h' < (26) az(O) 
where one can calculate the average in the right-hand 
side of formula (26) with respect to the classical tra-
jectories. For the calculation we introduce the more 

general quantities 

X·'=< ( iip;(t) )') 
' ar;(O) ' 

Y·' = ( ( iir;(t'!_)') 
' ar;(O) ' 

Z·'= <ap;(t) 
) ar; (0) ar; (0) (27) 

For small times t the quantity xf is proportional 
to the number of collisions and is determined by the 
change of the scattering angle associated with a change 
of the impact parameter. Averaging with respect to 
the positions of the impurities, we obtain 

X;' = tA;', A;' = po2nv (a+ bll;;); 

a=_!__ r [( ax)2 (cos2 x + 2 sin'x) +sin' X J pdp, 
15 0 i)p p2 

roo a 2 
b = 2a--) (_!:) psin 2 r.dp, 

3 0 i)p 
(28) 

where x is the scattering angle as a function of the 
impact parameter p. For a potential energy not small 
in comparison with the kinetic energy, the quantities a 
and b are of order unity. 

At an arbitrary moment of time the quantities X, Y, 
and Z are connected by differential relationships 
which, for isotropic scattering, have the following 
form: 

with initial conditions 

2 

m 
. 1 

Z;'=-X;' 
m 

X;'(O) = 0, Y;'(O) = ll;;, Z;'(O) = 0. 

Solving this system we obtain 

where 

t0- 1 = u (2bn) 'h, t,-1 = u[n(6a + 2b) ]'h. 

(29) 

An estimate of the validity of the resulting formulas 
may be obtained from the condition that an initial dis-
placement of a particle of the order of its wavelength 
hp01 must lead at a moment of time t to a displace-
ment which is smaller than the interaction radius 

(31) 

At large times the wave packet is completely washed 
out. In order to evaluate the average of the square of 
the commutator in this region, it is necessary to use 
not the quasiclassical formulas (26) and (30) but the 
difference between expressions (25) and (24). 

Thus, even for quasiclassical scattering of partiCles 
by impurities, the commutator of momentum operators 
at different moments of time increases exponentially 
with the time. For electrons in a metal, we apply the 
method of quasiclassical trajectories only in the pure 
case. 

The problem considered above concerning the 
classical and quantum motion of an electron in a field 
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transport cross section which, however, is not the 
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the averaging sign. This follows from the fact that the 
third possible product of pair averages is absent from 
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limit of a large impurity concentration the product of 
an arbitrary number of momentum operators decom-
poses into a product of pair averages such that one can 
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on the order of the operators it is convenient to con-
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From formulas (12), (19), and (20) it follows that 
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(25) 
Expression (24) agrees with the result which is ob-

tained from the kinetic equation or by averaging over 
the classical trajectories. It is impossible to obtain 
expression (25) by such methods. This is associated 
with the fact that in formula (25) the momentum opera-
tors at different moments of time are arranged in an 
order which does not correspond to a classical trajec-
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at different moments of time is not small even though 
the electrons move like free particles almost all the 
time. 

Let us consider how this commutator changes in the 
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and b are of order unity. 
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form: 
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may be obtained from the condition that an initial dis-
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At large times the wave packet is completely washed 
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difference between expressions (25) and (24). 
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form: 

with initial conditions 

2 

m 
. 1 

Z;'=-X;' 
m 

X;'(O) = 0, Y;'(O) = ll;;, Z;'(O) = 0. 

Solving this system we obtain 

where 

t0- 1 = u (2bn) 'h, t,-1 = u[n(6a + 2b) ]'h. 

(29) 

An estimate of the validity of the resulting formulas 
may be obtained from the condition that an initial dis-
placement of a particle of the order of its wavelength 
hp01 must lead at a moment of time t to a displace-
ment which is smaller than the interaction radius 

(31) 

At large times the wave packet is completely washed 
out. In order to evaluate the average of the square of 
the commutator in this region, it is necessary to use 
not the quasiclassical formulas (26) and (30) but the 
difference between expressions (25) and (24). 

Thus, even for quasiclassical scattering of partiCles 
by impurities, the commutator of momentum operators 
at different moments of time increases exponentially 
with the time. For electrons in a metal, we apply the 
method of quasiclassical trajectories only in the pure 
case. 
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The remaining nonvanishing terms are expressed 
in terms of P1, P2, and P3 with the aid of permutation 
of their arguments or complex conjugation. As a result 
we obtain: 

P(w,, wz, w3, w,) = 2Re {Pt(w 1w2 waw4 ) +P1 (w 4 w1 w2 w3 ) 

-P,( WtWzWaW4) - P,(w,w1wzwa) - P,( w,w,w 1 w2 ) 

-P,(wzwaw,w 1) +Pa(w,w,w3 w.)}. (21) 

Thus, the average value of the product of four mo-
menta is expressed not only in terms of the cross sec-
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ing of electrons by impurities. This means that the 
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(p,Z(O)p,2 (t)) = [ 1 exp{- JtJ ( J, (24) 

(p,(O)p,(t)p,(O)p,(t)) = Po'exp{- it! (s- -2-),j . 
"ttr 5 5ttr . 

(25) 
Expression (24) agrees with the result which is ob-

tained from the kinetic equation or by averaging over 
the classical trajectories. It is impossible to obtain 
expression (25) by such methods. This is associated 
with the fact that in formula (25) the momentum opera-
tors at different moments of time are arranged in an 
order which does not correspond to a classical trajec-
tory. The commutator between momentum operators 
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' ar;(O) ' 
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) ar; (0) ar; (0) (27) 
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3 0 i)p 
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where x is the scattering angle as a function of the 
impact parameter p. For a potential energy not small 
in comparison with the kinetic energy, the quantities a 
and b are of order unity. 

At an arbitrary moment of time the quantities X, Y, 
and Z are connected by differential relationships 
which, for isotropic scattering, have the following 
form: 

with initial conditions 
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X;'(O) = 0, Y;'(O) = ll;;, Z;'(O) = 0. 

Solving this system we obtain 

where 

t0- 1 = u (2bn) 'h, t,-1 = u[n(6a + 2b) ]'h. 
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An estimate of the validity of the resulting formulas 
may be obtained from the condition that an initial dis-
placement of a particle of the order of its wavelength 
hp01 must lead at a moment of time t to a displace-
ment which is smaller than the interaction radius 

(31) 

At large times the wave packet is completely washed 
out. In order to evaluate the average of the square of 
the commutator in this region, it is necessary to use 
not the quasiclassical formulas (26) and (30) but the 
difference between expressions (25) and (24). 

Thus, even for quasiclassical scattering of partiCles 
by impurities, the commutator of momentum operators 
at different moments of time increases exponentially 
with the time. For electrons in a metal, we apply the 
method of quasiclassical trajectories only in the pure 
case. 

The problem considered above concerning the 
classical and quantum motion of an electron in a field 



Sachdev-Ye-Kitaev model
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• Random all-to-all interacting Majorana fermions:
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parameter E appearing in Eq. (6) [and Eq. (3)] is determined
by the strength of the electric field [see Eq. (57)] supporting
the near-horizon AdS2 geometry [16,29,31] (see Fig. 2). A
key observation in the holographic framework is that E,
now related to the electric field, obeys an important identity
which follows from the laws of black hole thermodynamics

[32] (see Fig. 2) (we set ℏ ¼ kB ¼ 1 in the remaining
discussion):

∂SBH

∂Q ¼ 2πE; ð8Þ

where SBH is the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy density of
the AdS2 horizon. Indeed, Eq. (8) is a general consequence
of the classical Maxwell and Einstein equations and the
conformal invariance of the AdS2 horizon, as we show in
Sec. III B. Moreover, a Legendre transform of the identity
in Eq. (8) was established by Sen [18,19] for a wide class of
theories of gravity in the Wald formalism [20–24], in which
SBH is generalized to the Wald entropy.
The main result of this paper is the identical forms of the

relationship Eq. (7) for the statistical entropy of the SY state
and Eq. (8) for the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy of AdS2
horizons. This result is further evidence that the SY state
and a gravity dual with a AdS2 horizon share the same
low-energy properties. Assuming the existence of a gravity
dual, Eqs. (7) and (8) show that such a correspondence
is consistent only if the black hole entropy has the

FIG. 2. Summary of the properties of the SY state (Sec. II) and planar charged black holes (Sec. III) at T ¼ 0. The spatial coordinate ~x
has d dimensions. All results also apply to spherical black holes considered in Appendix B. The AdS2 × Rd metric has unimportant
prefactors noted in Eq. (55), which are not displayed in the figure. The fermion mass m has to be adjusted to obtain the displayed power
law. The spectral asymmetry parameter E appears in the fermion correlators and in the AdS2 electric field. As the chargeQ is increased,
the horizon moves closer to the boundary, and its area Ah increases. In black hole thermodynamics, the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy
density SBH is related to the area of the horizon via SBH ¼ Ah=ð4GNAbÞ, where GN is Newton’s constant.

FIG. 1. Plots of the Green functions in Eq. (3) for Δ ¼ 1=4,
q ¼ 1, T ¼ 1, A ¼ 1, E ¼ 1=4, with ℏ ¼ kB ¼ 1. Note that while
neither ImGRðωÞ nor ReGRðωÞ have any definite properties under
ω ↔ −ω, the product GRðωÞGAðωÞ becomes an even function of
ω after a shift by ωS ¼ 2πqET ¼ π=2.

BEKENSTEIN-HAWKING ENTROPY AND STRANGE METALS PHYS. REV. X 5, 041025 (2015)

041025-3

Kitaev (2015)

• Holographic dual to black holes.

Shenker, Stanford
(2014, 2015), …
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P
a by

aba ! NS. In the SU!2 " case, S coincides with the
usual definition of spin. Fermionic representations can
also be considered but they actually do not lead to a spin-
glass phase at any temperature in the N ! ` limit [8]. In
the large-N limit, the self-consistent single-site problem
reduces to a nonlinear integral equation for the replicated
boson Green’s function: Gab!t" # 2

P
a$Tba

a!t" 3
byb

a !0"%&N [8]:

!G21 "ab!inn " ! inn dab 1 ladab 2 Sab!inn " , (4)

Sab!t" ! J 2
≥
Gab!t"

¥2
Gab!2t" , (5)

Gaa!t ! 02" ! 2S. (6)

Here, nn are the bosonic Matsubara frequencies, and G21

stands for the inverse in replica space. The (disorder-
averaged) local spin correlation function is related to
Gab!t" by xloc!t" # $"Si!0" ? "Si!t"% ! Gaa!t"Gaa!2t".
The resulting phase diagram, obtained by both analytical
and numerical studies of these equations, is displayed in
Fig. 1, as a function of S and T&J. Spin-glass ordering
is found at any value of S. The critical temperature
increases as JS2 at large S (see below) and vanishes in the
limit S! 0, as found earlier in [10]. The point S ! 0,
T ! 0 is the quantum critical point of this model. Several
crossovers are found within the spin-glass phase, which
will be described later.

We first describe the paramagnetic phase and the as-
sociated crossovers. In this phase, the Green’s function is
replica diagonal Gab!t" ! G!t"dab and thus Eqs. (4)–(6)
reduce to a single nonlinear integral equation. We empha-
size that, as in any mean-field theory, paramagnetic solu-
tions of the mean-field equations can be found even below
the critical T where an instability to ordering occurs. At
high T , we have nearly free spins with an almost con-
stant correlation function xloc!t" ' S!S 1 1 " and a Curie
local susceptibility xloc #

Rb
0 xloc!t" dt ' S!S 1 1 "&T .

FIG. 1. Mean-field phase diagram and crossovers of the
large-N quantum Heisenberg spin glass (the various regimes
are discussed in the text).

For large values of S, these solutions smoothly evolve, as
T is reduced, into solutions which still behave locally as
local moments, but with a Curie constant reduced by quan-
tum fluctuations: xloc ' S2 &T . This partial quenching
occurs at a temperature of order JS2 at large S, of the
same order but smaller than the glass transition tempera-
ture. These solutions actually have unphysical low-T prop-
erties, such as a divergent internal energy U ' 2J 2 S4 &2 T
and a negative entropy (~ 2J 2 S4 &4 T 2 ). These features
are well known in classical mean-field models and sim-
ply signal the tendency to spin-glass ordering. At smaller
values of S(Fig. 1), a crossover to a different kind of para-
magnetic solution is found below T ' J , where we enter
the quantum-critical regime. In this gapless quantum para-
magnet (spin liquid), investigated previously in [8,12],
the local response displays a scaling form for v, T ø J ,
Jx 00

loc!v" ~ tanh!v&2 T ", and the local susceptibility di-
verges only logarithmically Jxloc ~ ln!J&T ". In contrast
to the local-moment solutions, this paramagnet has finite
residual low-temperature entropy [14], so that the quench-
ing of the entropy as T is decreased takes place much
more gradually at low S, when quantum fluctuations are
strong, than at large S in the classical regime. It can be
shown analytically [14] that these solutions of the mean-
field equations exist down to T ! 0 only for very low
values of S, smaller than Sc ' 0.05 . For larger spins, a
local-moment-like solution is retrieved as T is lowered
below a temperature of order JS2 (again below the actual
glass transition). However, the spin-liquid solutions are
the relevant ones in the quantum-critical regime at finite
temperature JS2 , T , J for an extended range of spin
values which extend up to S ' 1 . The detailed analysis of
the coexistence between these two kinds of paramagnetic
solutions at low S is rather intricate and will be presented
elsewhere [14].

In the quantum Monte Carlo results of [11] for the para-
magnetic phase of the S ! 1 &2 , SU!2 " model, the same
reduction of the Curie constant from S!S 1 1 " to S2 was
observed. Furthermore, the relaxation function x 00!v"&v
evolves from a single peak of width JScentered at v ! 0
to a three peak structure in the low-T local moment regime.
The central peak of weight S2 corresponds to the resid-
ual local moment while two side peaks at an energy scale
J 2 S3 &T correspond to transverse relaxation [11]. All these
features are captured by our solution in the large-N limit,
the only qualitative difference being that no thermal broad-
ening of the central peak is found in this limit. Furthermore
[15], numerical results not reported in [11] reveal that, in a
limited intermediate T range of the SU!2 " S ! 1 &2 model,
spin liquid solutions similar to those found here in the
quantum-critical regime are observed. Although a logarith-
mic regime is not directly visible in the T dependence of
the local susceptibility because of this limited range, quan-
tum criticality is directly apparent in a nonmonotonic T
dependence of the local spin correlation function xloc!t".

We now turn to the analysis of the spin-glass phase. We
first note that the spin-glass transition is not signaled by
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Sachdev, Ye (1993)

• N-site SU(M) Heisenberg model with a random all-to-all interaction:

• The model has been solved in 
the large N and large M limits by 
the spin DMFT.

Georges, Parcollet, Sachdev (2000)

• Phase diagram for the bosonic 
representation.



Universal bound on chaos
Maldacena, Shenker, Stanford (2015)

• It has been conjectured that the exponent has a universal upper bound,

where    is the exponent of the exponentially growing part of OTOC       :

� � 2�kBT
�

� F(t)

• Two examples that saturate the bound:  
   - SYK model  
   - Black holes in Einstein gravity Shenker, Stanford (2014, 2015), …

Kitaev (2015), Maldacena, Stanford (2016)

F(t) ⌘ Tr[⇢̂
1
4 Â(t)⇢̂

1
4 B̂(0)⇢̂

1
4 Â(t)⇢̂

1
4 B̂(0)]

= c0 � ✏c1e
�t + O(✏2) (t � t0)



OTOC and chaos

• Various examples show exponentially growing OTOCs:  
  - Sachdev-Ye-Kitaev (SYK) model  
  - Black holes 
  - Quantum kicked rotor model  
  - O(N) model  
  - Weakly interacting disordered fermions 
  and more …

Kitaev (2015), Maldacena, Stanford (2016), …

Shenker, Stanford (2014, 2015), …

Rozenbaum, Ganeshan, Galitski (2017)

Patel, Chowdhury, Sachdev, Swingle (2017)

Chowdhury, Swingle (2017)

• We focus on the case where the exponential growth of the squared 
commutator is coming from the OTOC:

OTOC(t) = c0 � ✏c1e
�t + O(✏2)



Kicked rotor model

H(t) =
p

2

2
+ K cos x�(t)

�(t) =
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K=0.5 K=0.971635 K=5

The smallest ℏeff within the scope of our numerics is
ℏeff ¼ 2−14. For this value of ℏeff , the Ehrenfest time is in
the range 7≲ tE ≲ 17 kicks for the range of kicking
strength 0.5 ≤ K ≤ 10. By K ¼ 1000, tE shrinks down
to three kicks, but, at these values of K, it appears to be
enough to extract a well-averaged exponent. For the above-
mentioned parameter regimes, we numerically observe the
exponential growth of CðtÞ at early times (t < tE) as shown
in Fig. 1, upper panel. Figure 1 also shows that tE decreases
upon increasing the kicking strength K for fixed ℏeff . In
contrast to CðtÞ, the two-point correlator BðtÞ saturates at
time t ∼ 2 kicks (Fig. 1, lower panel).
Equipped with the early-time behavior of CðtÞ, we are in

a position to extract the rate of its exponential growth, i.e.,
obtain the CGR from the quantum calculation. We carry out
a four-pronged comparison between the CGR from the
quantum calculation of CðtÞ, the CGR from the classical
calculation of CclðtÞ, the numerically obtained LE for the
KR, and analytical estimates (5) of the LE from Chirikov’s
standard map analysis [24]. Chirikov’s analytical formula
reads

λ ≈
1

2π

Z
π

−π
dxlnLðxÞ; ð5Þ

where

LðxÞ ¼

!!!!!1þ
kðxÞ
2

þ sgn½kðxÞ&

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

kðxÞ
#
1þ kðxÞ

4

$s !!!!! ð6Þ

and kðxÞ ¼ K cosx. The simplified expression λ ≈ lnðK=2Þ
valid at large K is obtained by substituting LðxÞ ≈ jkðxÞj
into Eq. (5) [24,34].

In Fig. 2, we compare the exponents obtained in four
ways listed above. In order to extract the exponents from
CðtÞ, we determine the times, after which the exponential
growth starts slowing down, and fit CðtÞ from t ¼ 1 up to
these times to the function ae2λfitðt−1Þ to find the parameter
λfit [Cð0Þ ¼ 0, so we omit t ¼ 0]. Numerical calculations of
the classical LE and of the classical CGR [i.e., the growth
rate of CclðtÞ] are performed using the map tangent to the
standard map—this standard procedure is outlined in
Supplemental Material [34]. Notice that the exponents
extracted from CðtÞ (quantum CGR) and from CclðtÞ
(classical CGR) are in excellent agreement for all values
of K. Both classical and quantum CGRs significantly
exceed the LE at K < Kcr. This indicates that the CGR
may not be a reliable tool for discriminating between
classically regular and chaotic dynamics in a global sense,
but it can be employed to detect the existence of local
disconnected chaotic islands more efficiently than the LE.
As expected, numerically calculated values and analytical
estimates of the classical LE agree with each other for
K ≳ 3. At large K, the difference between the CGR and LE
becomes nearly constant ≈ ln

ffiffiffi
2

p
. We attribute this dis-

tinction primarily to the difference in the order of averaging
in the CGR and LE.
Now we proceed to consider the deviation of CðtÞ from

its classical counterpart CclðtÞ that manifests sharply at a
time close to tE. The onset of this deviation in the OTOC is
closely related to the weak dynamical localization effects
[19]. In Fig. 3, we plot ln½CðtÞ&=2t as a function of time t in
the log-log scale. This plot is constant [corresponding to
the exponential rise of CðtÞ] at early times. Beyond tE, the
exponential growth slows down to a power-law growth

FIG. 1. The upper panel shows the OTOC CðtÞ vs t in the
semilog scale for various values of the kicking strength (K ¼ 0.5,
2, 3, 6, 10) and ℏeff ¼ 2−14. The lower panel is a plot of the
two-point function BðtÞ vs t at the corresponding parameters
(in the linear scale). Averaging is performed over the Gaussian
wave packet defined in Eq. (4) with p0 ¼ 0 and σ ¼ 4.

FIG. 2. Red circles: Early-time growth rate ofCðtÞ atℏeff ¼ 2−14

(quantumCGR). The rest of the data are classical. Green solid line:
Growth rate ofCclðtÞ (classicalCGR).Blue triangles:LE calculated
numerically. Black dashed line: LE according to the Chirikov
analytical formula (5). The main plot and the inset show the same
data in the lin-log and linear scales, respectively (and in different
ranges). At K ≳ 8, the difference between the CGR and the LE is
constant ≈ ln

ffiffiffi
2

p
. The initial state in CðtÞ is the Gaussian (4) with

p0 ¼ 0 and σ ¼ 4. Fitting details for extracting the CGR fromCðtÞ
and CclðtÞ are given in the main text.
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valid at large K is obtained by substituting LðxÞ ≈ jkðxÞj
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ways listed above. In order to extract the exponents from
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estimates of the classical LE agree with each other for
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time close to tE. The onset of this deviation in the OTOC is
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[19]. In Fig. 3, we plot ln½CðtÞ&=2t as a function of time t in
the log-log scale. This plot is constant [corresponding to
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semilog scale for various values of the kicking strength (K ¼ 0.5,
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We also show that deviations from the essentially
classical behavior of the OTOC, CðtÞ ∼ e2~λt, occur sharply
at a time of the order of the Ehrenfest time tE, where the
OTOC exhibits a clear cusp. This corresponds to the
minimal time it takes classical trajectories to self-intersect,
indicating the onset of quantum interference effects [12].
This is in analogy to the weak dynamical localization
discussed by Tian, Kamenev, and Larkin [19]. At longer
times t > tE, the quantum disordering effects subdue the
exponential growth dictated by the CGR to a power-law
growth.
Finally, we calculate the two-point correlation function

and show that the CGR ~λ is not revealed in this quantity (nor
in the single-point average—e.g., the kinetic energy as has
been well known [7]). However, we find that the two-point
correlator does contain fingerprints of a classical transition
from regular dynamics to chaos even deep in the quantum
regime at long times, which has been a subject of long-
standing theoretical and experimental interest [20–23].
Quantum kicked rotor.—The dimensionless Hamiltonian

of the QKR [1,4,18] can be written as

Ĥ ¼ p̂2

2
þ K cosðx̂ÞΔðtÞ; ð1Þ

whereΔðtÞ ¼
P∞

j¼−∞ δðt − jÞ is the sumof δ pulses, p̂ is the
dimensionless angular-momentum operator, x̂ is the angular
coordinate operator, and t is the dimensionless time. The
QKR is characterized by two parameters. One of them, the
kicking strength K, comes from the classical kicked rotor
(KR, also called the Chirikov standard map) [24]. Another
parameter is the dimensionless effective Planck constant ℏeff ,
which enters the dimensionless angular-momentum operator
(p̂ ¼ −iℏeffð∂=∂xÞ) and the dimensionless Schrödinger
equation: iℏeffð∂=∂tÞjΨi ¼ ĤjΨi. The eigenvalues of p̂
are quantized in units of ℏeff due to the periodic boundary
conditions.Note that, in the classicalKR, the parameterℏeff is
absent. In order to understand how classical chaos emerges
from quantum dynamics, we compute the OTOC and the
two-point correlator in the regime of ℏeff → 0 at short
time scales.
Lyapunov exponent and OTOC’s growth rate (CGR).—

To specify our quantum diagnostics for chaotic behavior in
the QKR, we choose the OTOC CðtÞ [14,15] and two-point
correlator BðtÞ as

CðtÞ ¼ −h½̂pðtÞ; p̂ð0Þ&2i; BðtÞ ¼ Rehp̂ðtÞp̂ð0Þi: ð2Þ

We point out that CðtÞ is closely related to the Loschmidt
echo (also known as fidelity). In the previous works,
fidelity has been used as a theoretical and experimental
diagnostic of quantum chaos [16,25–32].
Before carrying out quantum calculations, we consider

the classical correspondence of CðtÞ [14,15]. At short times
t < tE [33],

CðtÞ ¼ ℏ2
eff

!"∂p̂ðtÞ
∂xð0Þ

#
2
$

≈ℏ2
eff

!!"
ΔpðtÞ
Δxð0Þ

#
2
$$

¼ CclðtÞ; ð3Þ

where we changed the expectation value of the operator
derivative to the finite differences of the classical variables
averaged over the phase space (⟪…⟫ denotes the classical
phase-space average). Note that the averaging allows for a
direct comparison of the classical CclðtÞ to the quantum
CðtÞ. Such a comparison would not always be possible for
local quantities because of quantum wave-packet spread-
ing. Because of the presence of chaotic regions in the
phase space, CclðtÞ ∼ e2~λt grows exponentially. Now we
compare this classical CGR, ~λ ¼ limt→∞ limΔxð0Þ→0ð1=2tÞ
lnf½Cclðtþ 1Þ&=½Cclð1Þ&g, to the standard definition of
the LE: λ ¼ ⟪limt→∞ limdð0Þ→0ð1=tÞ ln½dðtÞ=dð0Þ&⟫ [34]

(where dðtÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
½ΔxðtÞ&2 þ½ΔpðtÞ&2

p
). Notice that there

are key differences between the definitions of λ and ~λ
coming from the different orders of squaring, averaging,
taking a ratio, and applying a logarithm.
Next, we proceed to check if the classical correspon-

dence follows through in a quantum calculation of CðtÞ and
compare the rate of exponential growth of CðtÞ to ~λ
extracted from CclðtÞ and to the LE λ. For the quantum
case, the averaging in Eq. (2) is performed in the
Schrödinger picture over some initial state jΨð0Þi. We
use individual angular-momentum eigenstates jΨð0Þi ¼
jni∶p̂jni ¼ ℏeffnjni and Gaussian wave packets:

jΨð0Þi ¼
X∞

n¼−∞
að0Þn jni; að0Þn ∼ exp

"
−
ℏ2
effðn − n0Þ2

2σ2

#
;

ð4Þ

where n0 ¼ p0=ℏeff . In this calculation, we use wave
packet (4) with p0 ¼ 0 and σ ¼ 4. Numerically, jΨi is
represented in a finite basis of eigenstates jni,
n ∈ ½−N;N − 1&. All functions of only p̂ are applied in
this basis, and all functions of only x̂ are applied in the
Fourier-transformed representation. We use an adaptive
grid with 2ℏeffN ∈ ½27; 216&so that all physical observables
are well converged. The wave function is evolved by
switching between representations back and forth and
applying the Floquet operator F̂ ¼ e−ip̂

2=2ℏeffe−iK cosðx̂Þ=ℏeff

in parts. Then the correlators are calculated in the
Schrödinger picture.
The exponential growth of CðtÞ lasts between the time td

and the Ehrenfest time tE [3,14]. To achieve a hierarchical
separation between td and tE (ðtE=tdÞ ≫ 1) for the QKR,
we have to tune both K and ℏeff . The estimates of td ∼
½lnðK=2Þ&−1 and tE ∼ f½jlnℏeffj&=½lnðK=2Þ&g at K > 4
guide our choice of parameters to achieve this separation.
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Figure 1 | Illustration of the many-body echo scheme. a, Experimental sequence. The global �⇡/2 rotation R̂y about the y-axis prepares an initial state with
all spins pointing along the x-axis, and enables a measurement in this same basis. The generalized Bloch spheres illustrate the evolution of the state
(Husimi distribution). In the case of �=0 (blue) the spins return to the initial state, while for �=⇡/2 (green) the overlap of the final state ⇢̂f with the
initial state is small. b, Fidelity signal for an idealized case with N=6 spins and di�erent evolution times ⌧ given in c. c, The Fourier transforms of the fidelity
signals of b. The Fourier amplitudes are identical to the MQCs Im, which quantify the coherence of the state ⇢̂(⌧ ). The small squares on the right show the
absolute values of the density matrix elements of ⇢̂(⌧ ) in the basis of symmetric Dicke states. Thus, Im is the sum of the squares of all matrix elements at a
distance m from the diagonal. The times are given in units of the time to reach the Schrödinger cat state tcat =⇡h̄N/(4J). d, Simulated dynamics of the
Fourier amplitudes of fidelity, Im, and magnetization, Am, for purely coherent evolution of 48 ions, illustrating complementary probes of the flow of quantum
information. The vanishing odd Fourier components are not shown.

particular decoupling times ⌧n =2⇡n/� for an integer n (Fig. 2c and
Supplementary Information). Here we always choose |�|= 2⇡n/⌧ ,
ensuring spins and phonons decouple. This guarantees that the
dynamics matches that of the Ising Hamiltonian in equation (2)
with uniform couplings J (�)/h̄= ⌦2

0/(2�), and leads to di�erent
values of the coupling constant J at di�erent interaction times
⌧ . The detuning-dependent coupling enables us to implement a
many-body echo of the spin dynamics by inverting the sign of �.

For measuring magnetization and fidelity, we collect the global
ion fluorescence scattered from the Doppler cooling laser on the
cycling transition for ions in |"i, after applying a ⇡/2 rotation
of the spins. We count the total number of photons collected
on a photomultiplier tube (PMT) in a detection period, typically
tc =5ms. From the independently calibrated photons collected per
ion, we can infer the state populations, N" and N#. After averaging
over many experimental trials, between 500 and 800, we calculate
the expectation values hŜzi= hN̂"i�N/2. To measure the fidelity,
we distinguish the single state with all ions in |#i, which does
not scatter from the cooling laser, from all other states. Any ion
fluorescence indicates the system is no longer in the initial state. The
fidelity is the fraction of experimental trials that result in measuring
the state |# ...#i (see Supplementary Information).

Figure 3 shows the measured fidelity F as a function of the
angle � for di�erent evolution times ⌧ in an array of 48 ions.
The measurements at � = 0 and 2⇡ give the state purity, while
the ⇡-periodic oscillations encode information on the buildup of
MQCs. The pulse sequence in Fig. 3a follows Fig. 1, whereas in
Fig. 3b, an additional ⇡-rotation has been inserted in the middle
of each evolution period ⌧ to suppress some forms of decoherence.
We extract the coherences Im, shown in Fig. 3c, as the Fourier
components of the fidelity in Fig. 3b. We see a clear buildup of the
two-body (I2), and then four-body (I4) coherences with increasing

interaction time. Odd components are zero within statistical error,
consistent with the fact that the coherences are generated by the
Ising interaction, which can be viewed as only flipping pairs of spins.

All the measurements are in good agreement with theory
calculations (solid lines) that account for independently calibrated
sources of decoherence. O�-resonant light scattering is the
dominant decoherence mechanism in the system. Because the
fidelity measures a projection onto a single many-body state, it
decays with a rate approximatelyN� , where � is the single-particle
decoherence rate. This causes a fast decay of I0 as exp(�N� ⌧ ).
However, Fig. 3c shows that I0 decays as exp(�N� ⌧ )I (pure)0 , where
the algebraic decay I (pure)0 ⇡ 1/(1 + J 2⌧ 2) (see Supplementary
Section 3) signals the buildup of higher-order coherences seen also
in the fully coherent case.Other sources of decoherence include slow
drifts in themagnetic field36 andCOMmode frequency fluctuations,
which the MQC can distinguish. Figure 3a reveals the degree to
which the COM axial mode phonons cannot be decoupled from
the spins due to uncertainty in the COM mode frequency !z . The
impact of residual spin–phonon coupling, arising from fluctuations
in !z , is more pronounced at � = ⇡ than � = 0. In contrast,
slow magnetic field noise causes a reduction of the fidelity around
� = 0(2⇡), but has no e�ect at � = ⇡, allowing us to benchmark
these two imperfections independently. For the data in Fig. 3b,
where the sequence includes an additional ⇡ rotation to suppress
errors from slow drifts in the magnetic field and COM mode
frequency, the full theory collapses to a solution that includes only
o�-resonant light scattering as the sole decoherence mechanism
(dashed line).

Single-body observables, like the collective magnetization, are
much less sensitive to decoherence, and provide an alternative way
to experimentally measure the sequential buildup of higher-order
correlations induced by spin–spin interactions. In Fig. 4, we show
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Figure 4 | Probing scrambling through magnetization dynamics.
a, Dependence of the normalized component F�(⌧ )= (2/N)hŜxi of the total
spin on the rotation angle �, measured in an array of N= 111(2) ions. Lines
are the solutions of the full master equation with (solid) and without
(dashed) magnetic field noise, where 1B/B=0.32⇥ 10�9 r.m.s. The e�ect
of COM mode fluctuations is negligible here. Error bars denote the
statistical error of 1 s.d. of the mean. b, Fourier amplitudes Am as a function
of time. In the theory plot, the case without magnetic field noise (dashed
lines in a) was used. The interaction parameter varies as J/h̄=⌦2

0/(2�)
where ⌦0 =7,450 s�1 and � =91 s�1. The longest measured evolution
time of ⌧ = 1.2 ms corresponds to 7.3% of tcat. c, Ideal case for N= 111,
neglecting all decoherence e�ects. This corresponds to the lower panel of
Fig. 1d. The box in the left panel shows the experimentally accessed region
which is magnified in the right panel.

The characteristic features of Ams reported in this work demon-
strate a high level of control over the coherent many-body dy-
namics achieved by our trapped-ion quantum simulator and are
fully consistent with the buildup of quantum correlations. Al-
though currently the latter can be only indirectly inferred from the
measurements, it is supported by previous benchmarking of the
system using standard entanglement witnesses such as spin squeez-
ing18. We expect future work to derive formal connections be-
tween entanglement and scrambling, and to construct strict bounds
that witness entanglement directly from Im and Am measurements.

Although the current experimental system realizes a model
amenable to classical simulations, we envisage experiments going
beyond this limit—for example, by adding a spatially inhomoge-
neous magnetic field or preparing the system in non-symmetric
or impure initial states, such as thermal states. These general-
izations will allow us to explore the dynamics of OTOCs and
characterize scrambling in unexplored regimes and under condi-
tions where fast scrambling can occur. Furthermore, the ability to
time-reverse the dynamics will allow enhanced phase estimation
without single-particle detection resolution5,29,37, investigations of
quantum phase transitions38, criticality39, thermalization in nearly
closed quantum systems13,40 and the exploration of the quantum-
classical boundary41—for example, observation of the violation of
Leggett–Garg inequalities42.

After the completion of this work, we became aware of measure-
ments of OTOCs using four spins in an NMR system43.

Methods
Methods, including statements of data availability and any
associated accession codes and references, are available in the
online version of this paper.
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theoretical result. If a quantum system is exactly holo-
graphic dual to a black hole, its Lyapunov exponent will
saturate the bound; and a more nontrivial speculation is that
if the Lyapunov exponent of a quantum system saturates the
bound, it will possess a holographic dual to a gravity model
with a black hole. A concrete quantum mechanics model,
now known as the Sachdev-Ye-Kitaev model, has been
shown to fulfill this conjecture [2,7,8]. This establishes a
profound connection between the existence of holographic
duality and the chaotic behavior in many-body quantum
systems [9].
Recent studies also reveal that the OTOC can be applied

to study physical properties beyond chaotic systems. The
decay of the OTOC is closely related to the delocalization
of information and implies the information-theoretic def-
inition of scrambling. In the high- temperature limit (i.e.,
β ¼ 0), a connection between the OTOC and the growth of
entanglement entropy in quantum many-body systems has
also been discovered quite recently [10,11]. The OTOC can
also characterize many-body localized phases, which are
not even thermalized [10,12–15].
Despite the significance of the OTOC revealed by recent

theories, experimental measurement of the OTOC remains
challenging. First of all, unlike the normal time-ordered
correlators, the OTOC cannot be related to conventional
spectroscopy measurements, such as angle-resolved photo-
emission spectroscopy (ARPES) and neutron scattering,
through the linear response theory. Secondly, direct simu-
lation of this correlator requires the backward evolution in
time, that is, the ability to completely reverse the
Hamiltonian, which is extremely challenging. One exper-
imental approach closely related to time reversal of quantum
systems is the echo technique [16], and the echo has been
studied extensively for both noninteracting particle systems
and many-body systems to characterize the stability
of quantum evolution in the presence of perturbations
[17–19], and the physics is already quite close to OTOC.
Recently it has been proposed that the OTOC can be
measured using echo techniques [20]. In addition, there also
exists several other theoretical proposals based on the
interferometric approaches [21–23]. However, none of them
have been experimentally implemented thus far.
Here, we adopt a different approach to measure the

OTOC. To make our approach work, some extent of “local
control” is required. A universal quantum computer fulfills
this need by having “full local control” of the system—that
is, a universal set of local evolutions can be realized, and
this set of local evolutions can build up any unitary
evolution of the many-body system, both forward and
backward evolution in time. That is to say, we use a
quantum computer to perform the measurement of the
OTOC. In fact, historically, one of the key motivations to
develop quantum computers is to simulate the dynamics of
many-body quantum systems [24], and quantum simulation
of many-body dynamics has been theoretically shown to be

efficient with practical algorithms proposed [25]. Here, the
quantum computer we use is liquid-state nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR) with molecules. In this work, we report
measurements of OTOCs on a NMR quantum simulator.
We stress that, on one hand, our approach is universal and
can be applied to any system that has full local quantum
control, including a superconducting qubit and trapped ion;
on the other hand, this experiment is currently limited to a
small size not because of our scheme but because of the
scalability issue of the quantum computer.

II. NMR QUANTUM SIMULATION OF THE OTOC

The system we simulate is an Ising spin chain model,
whose Hamiltonian is written as

Ĥ ¼
X

i

ð−σ̂zi σ̂ziþ 1 þ gσ̂xi þ hσ̂zi Þ; ð2Þ

where σ̂x;y;zi are Pauli matrices on the i site. The parameter
values g ¼ 1, h ¼ 0 correspond to the traverse field Ising
model, where the system is integrable. The system is
nonintegrable whenever both g and h are nonzero. We
simulate the dynamics governed by the system Hamiltonian
Ĥ , and measure the OTOCs of operators that are initially
acting on different local sites. The time dynamics of the
OTOCs are observed, from which entanglement entropy of
the system and butterfly velocities of the chaotic systems
are extracted.

A. Physical system

The physical system to perform the quantum simulation
is the ensemble of nuclear spins provided by iodotrifluro-
ethylene (C2F3I), which is dissolved in d chloroform; see
Fig. 1(a) for the sample’s molecular structure. For this

(a) (b)

(c)

FIG. 1. Illustration of the physical system, the Ising model, and
the experimental scheme. (a) The structure of the C2F3I molecule
used for the NMR simulation. (b) The four site Ising spin chain.
A and B label two subsystems for the later discussion of the
entanglement entropy. (c) Quantum circuit for measuring the
OTOC for the general N-site Ising chain when β ¼ 0 (in our case,
N ¼ 4). Here, R̂ ¼ 1, R̂xð−π=2Þ, R̂yðπ=2Þ for Â ¼ σ̂z1, σ̂

y
1, σ̂

x
1,

respectively.
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with the theoretical results (blue curves). The sources of
experimental errors include imperfections in state prepa-
ration, control inaccuracy, and decoherence. See
Appendix C for more details. We also measure OTOC
for other operators (Â ¼ σ̂α1 , B̂ ¼ σ̂γ4, with α, γ ¼ x, y, z)
and they all behave similarly. The experimental results are
in Appendix B.
In both the integrable case (the first column in Fig. 2) and

the nonintegrable cases (the second and third columns in
Fig. 2), the early time behaviors look similar. That is, the
OTOC starts to deviate from unity after a certain time (for
the unit of time t, see Appendix D for details.). However,
the long time behaviors are very different between the
integrable and nonintegrable cases. In the integrable case,
after the decreasing period, the OTOC revives and recovers
unity. This reflects that the system has a well-defined
quasiparticle. And there exists an extensive number of
integrals of motion, which is related to the fact that an
integrable system does not thermalize. While in the non-
integrable case, the OTOC decreases to a small value and
oscillates, which will not revive back to unity in a practical
time scale. This relates to the fact that the information does
scramble in a nonintegrable system [11].

III. ENTROPY DYNAMICS

To better illustrate the different behaviors of the infor-
mation dynamics in the two cases of integrable and non-
integrable systems, we reconstruct the entanglement
entropy of a subsystem from the measured OTOCs.
Entanglement entropy has become an important quantity
not only for quantum information processing but also for
describing a quantum many-body system, such as quantum
phase transition, topological order, and thermalization.

However, measuring entanglement entropy is always chal-
lenging [28].
The OTOC opens a new door for entropy measurement.

An equivalence relationship between OTOCs at equilib-
rium and the growth of the second Rényi entropy after a
quench has recently been established [10], which states that

expð−Sð2ÞA Þ ¼
X

M̂∈B

hM̂ðtÞV̂ð0ÞM̂ðtÞV̂ð0Þiβ¼0: ð8Þ

In the left-hand side of Eq. (8), Sð2ÞA is the second Rényi
entropy of the subsystem A, after the system is quenched
by an operator Ôat time t ¼ 0. That is, Sð2ÞA ¼ − log ρ̂2A and
ρ̂A ¼ TrBðe−iĤtVeiĤtÞ, and V̂ ¼ ÔÔ†, up to a certain
normalization condition (see Appendix E). The right-hand
side of Eq. (8) is a summation over OTOCs at equilibrium.
M̂ is a complete set of operators in the subsystem B.
In our experiment, we choose the quench operator Ô∝

ð1 þ σ̂x1Þ at the first site, and we take the first three sites as
the subsystem A and the fourth site as the subsystem B, as
marked in Fig. 1(b). In this setting, Sð2ÞA measures how
much the quench operation induces additional correlation
between the subsystems A and B.
We take a complete set of operators in the subsystems B

as σ̂α4 (up to a normalization factor), where α ¼ 0; x; y; z
and σ̂0 ¼ 1. Since V̂ ¼ ÔÔ† ∝ ð1 þ σ̂x1Þ, the right-hand
side of Eq. (8) becomes a set of OTOCs that are given by

hσ̂α4ðtÞð1 þ σ̂x1Þσ̂α4ðtÞð1 þ σ̂x1Þiβ¼0: ð9Þ

Notice that Tr½σ̂α4ðtÞσ̂x1σ̂α4ðtÞ& ¼ Tr½σ̂α4ðtÞσ̂α4ðtÞσ̂x1& ¼ 0; the
nonzero terms in Eq. (9) are nothing but OTOCs with B̂ ¼
σ̂α4 (α ¼ x, y, z) and Â ¼ σ̂x1, which are exactly what we

(a)

(b)

FIG. 2. Experimental results of OTOC measurement for an Ising spin chain. (a) Â ¼ σ̂z1 at the first site and B̂ ¼ σ̂x4 at the fourth site.
(b) Â ¼ σ̂x1 at the first site and B̂ ¼ σ̂y4 at the fourth site. The three columns correspond to g ¼ 1, h ¼ 0; g ¼ 1.05, h ¼ 0.5; and g ¼ 1,
h ¼ 1 of model Eq. (2), respectively. The red points are experimental data, the blue curves are theoretical calculation of OTOC with
model Eq. (2) for four sites.
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• Introduction of out-of-time-ordered correlators 
 
 
 
• Out-of-time-order fluctuation-dissipation theorem  
 
 
 

• Maldacena-Shenker-Stanford conjecture

OTOC(t) = c0 � ✏c1e
�t + O(✏2)

�  2⇡kBT
~

C{A,B}2 (�) +C[A,B]2 (�) = 2 coth
�
��

4kBT

�
C{A,B}[A,B](�)



C{A,B}(�) = coth
�
��

2kBT

�
C[A,B](�)

C{A,B}(�) �
� �

��
dtei�t�{Â(t), B̂(0)}� : Symmetrized correlator

 (“fluctuation”)

C[A,B](�) �
� �

��
dtei�t�[Â(t), B̂(0)]� : Linear response function

 (“dissipation”)

Fluctuation-dissipation theorem

Kubo (1957)

• Ex.) Einstein relation in Brownian motion

D = µkBT Einstein (1905)

D : Diffusion constant µ : Mobility



Beyond linear response theory

• Is there any law that governs fluctuations beyond linear response theory?

• Ex.)  Fluctuation theorem

: Entropy production rate

• If one applies FT to near-equilibrium, one obtains FDT.

• Here we pursuit a different direction of generalization of FDT by 
considering higher-order moments of fluctuation and dissipation.

• They inevitably contain OTOCs.

Evans, Cohen, Morriss (1993), …

Pt(�)
Pt(��)

= e�t �

Gallavotti (1996), Andrieux, Gaspard (2007), Saito, Utsumi (2008), …



• Let us consider the second moments of fluctuation and dissipation:

• Is there any relation among them?

• They contain out-of-time-ordered correlators.

Kitaev (2014,2015), Maldacena, Shenker, Stanford (2015)

�[Â(t), B̂(0)]2� = �Â(t)B̂(0)Â(t)B̂(0)� + �B̂(0)Â(t)B̂(0)Â(t)�
� �Â(t)B̂(0)B̂(0)Â(t)� � �B̂(0)Â(t)Â(t)B̂(0)�

�{Â(t), B̂(0)}2� = �Â(t)B̂(0)Â(t)B̂(0)� + �B̂(0)Â(t)B̂(0)Â(t)�
+ �Â(t)B̂(0)B̂(0)Â(t)� + �B̂(0)Â(t)Â(t)B̂(0)�



OTO fluctuation-dissipation theorem

• We discover the following relation. Tsuji, Shitara, Ueda, arXiv:1612.08781.

C{A,B}2 (�) +C[A,B]2 (�) = 2 coth
�
��

4kBT

�
C{A,B}[A,B](�)

◆ “Physical” OTOC:

◆ “Bipartite” OTOC:

Â, B̂ : Hermitian �̂ = e��Ĥ/Z � = 1/kBT Z = Tr(e��Ĥ)

�1,�2 = ± [, ]�(+) : (anti)commutator

Cphys
[A,B]↵1 [A,B]↵2

(t, t0) ⌘ Tr(⇢̂[Â(t), B̂(t0)]↵1 [Â(t), B̂(t0)]↵2 )

C[A,B]↵1 [A,B]↵2
(t, t0) ⌘ Tr(⇢̂

1
2 [Â(t), B̂(t0)]↵1 ⇢̂

1
2 [Â(t), B̂(t0)]↵2 )

Maldacena, Shenker, Stanford (2015), …



• A sketch of the proof:

◆ Ordinary FDT

Kubo-Martin-Schwinger (KMS) condition

CBA(�) = e���CAB(��)

�

FDT

C{A,B}(�) = coth
�
��

2kBT

�
C[A,B](�)

◆ We do the same thing for OTOCs.

C(BA)2 (�) = e
���

2 C(AB)2 (��) OTO FDT

�

One can prove (★) by expanding in the complete set of energy eigenstates and using cyclic 

permutation in the trace. It is easy to show OTO FDT from (★).

—— (★)

C{A,B}2 (�) +C[A,B]2 (�)

= 2 coth
�
��

4kBT

�
C{A,B}[A,B](�)

where

Tsuji, Shitara, Ueda, arXiv:1612.08781

C(BA)2 (!) =
R1
�1 dtei!tTr(⇢̂ 1

2 B̂(t)Â(0)⇢̂ 1
2 B̂(t)Â(0))

C(AB)2 (!) =
R1
�1 dtei!tTr(⇢̂ 1

2 Â(t)B̂(0)⇢̂ 1
2 Â(t)B̂(0))



Tsuji, Shitara, Ueda, arXiv:1612.08781

• (Left): The OTO part (ABAB+BABA) of                       representing the 
quantum butterfly effect.

�[Â(t), B̂(0)]2�

C{A,B}2 (t, 0) +C[A,B]2 (t, 0) � e�t

• (Right): Nonlinear response function including time-reversed processes.

C{A,B}2 (�) +C[A,B]2 (�) = 2 coth
�
��

4kBT

�
C{A,B}[A,B](�)

2C{A,B}[A,B](t, 0) � i[L(3)
(AB)2 (t) + L(1)

A2 B2 (t)]

Physical interpretation



• We consider the following perturbation protocol.

0 t0 2t0

observe B

+H −H
time

• We define the nonlinear response function as

• The usual perturbation theory gives

�3hB̂(2t0)i = 1
2
"2

A"BL(3)
(AB)2 (t0)

�Ĥ(t) = ~"B�(t)B̂ �Ĥ(t) = ~"A�(t � t0)Â

Up to the difference of physical and bipartite OTOCs

2C{A,B}[A,B](t, 0) � i[L(3)
(AB)2 (t) + L(1)

A2 B2 (t)]



• The difference is represented by Wigner-Yanase skew information.
Tsuji, Shitara, Ueda, arXiv:1612.08781.

I 1
2
(⇢̂, Ô) ⌘ Tr(⇢̂Ô2) � Tr(⇢̂ 1

2 Ô⇢̂
1
2 Ô)

Wigner-Yanase skew information:

Wigner,  Yanase (1963)

Cphys
{A,B}2 (!) +Cphys

[A,B]2 (!) = 2 coth
✓
~!

4kBT

◆
Cphys
{A,B}[A,B](!) + IAB(!)

skew information

• Wigner-Yanase skew information quantifies the information contents 
of “quantum fluctuation” of    .Ô

C[A,B]↵1 [A,B]↵2
(t, t0) ⌘ Tr(⇢̂

1
2 [Â(t), B̂(t0)]↵1 ⇢̂

1
2 [Â(t), B̂(t0)]↵2 )

Cphys
[A,B]↵1 [A,B]↵2

(t, t0) ⌘ Tr(⇢̂[Â(t), B̂(t0)]↵1 [Â(t), B̂(t0)]↵2 )

• What is the meaning of the difference between “physical” and “bipartite” 
OTOCs?



• Wigner-Yanase skew information quantifies information contents of 
“quantum fluctuation”.

• Properties of WY skew information:

0 � I 1
2
(�̂, Ô) � �(�Ô)2�◆

◆ I 1
2
(��̂1 + (1 � �)�̂2, Ô) � �I 1

2
(�̂1, Ô) + (1 � �)I 1

2
(�̂2, Ô)

[�̂, Ô] = 0 �̂ : pure

�Ô � Ô � �Ô�

Lieb,  Adv. Math. 11, 267 (1973)0 � � � 1for

Information contents decrease by classical mixture of states.



• Higher order generalization of OTO FDT

�1�2···�n=+�

�1,�2,...,�n=±
C�1�2···�n

AB (�) = coth
�
��

2nkBT

� �1�2···�n=��

�1,�2,...,�n=±
C�1�2···�n

AB (�)

C�1�2···�n
AB (�) � Tr

�
n�

i=1

�̂
1
n [Â(t), B̂(t�)]�i

�

where

��(Left) (Right)
Nonlinear response function�[Â(t), B̂(t�)]n�

(n = 1, 2, 3, . . . )

Tsuji, Shitara, Ueda, arXiv:1612.08781

OTO part of 

• The meaning of the difference between physical and bipartite OTOCs 
of higher orders is not well understood.

• We expect that the RHS is related to higher-order nonlinear response 
functions.



• We can also generalize OTO FDT in a different form of regularization.

�1�2···�n=+�

�1,�2,...,�n=±
C�,�1�2···�n

AB (�) = coth
�

(1 � 2�)
��

2nkBT

� �1�2···�n=��

�1,�2,...,�n=±
C�,�1�2···�n

AB (�)

where C�,�1�2···�n
AB (�) � Tr

�
n�

i=1

�̂
1��

n [Â(t)�̂
�
n B̂(t�) + �i B̂(t�)�̂

�
n Â(t)]

�
Tsuji, Shitara, Ueda, arXiv:1612.08781

(0 � � � 1)

��(Left) (Right)
Nonlinear response function�[Â(t), B̂(t�)]n�OTO part of 



Summary 1

C{A,B}2 (�) +C[A,B]2 (�) = 2 coth
�
��

4kBT

�
C{A,B}[A,B](�)

(Left): Butterfly effect (Right): Nonlinear response function��

cf. Ordinary FDT

(Left): Fluctuation (Right): Linear response function��

• Out-of-time-order fluctuation-dissipation theorem

Ref:  N. Tsuji, T. Shitara, M. Ueda, arXiv:1612.08781

C{A,B}(!) = coth
✓
~!

2kBT

◆
C[A,B](!)



Outline
• Introduction of out-of-time-ordered correlators 
 
 
 
• Out-of-time-order fluctuation-dissipation theorem  
 
 
 

• Maldacena-Shenker-Stanford conjecture

OTOC(t) = c0 � ✏c1e
�t + O(✏2)

�  2⇡kBT
~

C{A,B}2 (�) +C[A,B]2 (�) = 2 coth
�
��

4kBT

�
C{A,B}[A,B](�)



Universal bound on chaos
Maldacena, Shenker, Stanford (2015)

• It has been conjectured that the exponent has a universal upper bound,

where    is the exponent of the exponentially growing part of OTOC       :

� � 2�kBT
�

� F(t)

• Two examples that saturate the bound:  
   - SYK model  
   - Black holes in Einstein gravity Shenker, Stanford (2014, 2015), …

Kitaev (2015), Maldacena, Stanford (2016)

F(t) ⌘ Tr[⇢̂
1
4 Â(t)⇢̂

1
4 B̂(0)⇢̂

1
4 Â(t)⇢̂

1
4 B̂(0)]

= c0 � ✏c1e
�t + O(✏2) (t � t0)



If                         satisfies the above properties, one can prove the bound.

Argument for the bound
Maldacena, Shenker, Stanford (2015)

• Mathematical fact:
1.               is analytic in the half strip.               .

2.                        in the entire strip.

Then

• Argument:

• Physical assumptions (not proved):

(Factorization): Tr[�̂
1
2 Â(t)B̂(0)�̂

1
2 B̂(0)Â(t)] � Tr[�̂

1
2 Â(t)�̂

1
2 Â(t)]Tr[�̂

1
2 B̂(0)�̂

1
2 B̂(0)] + �

for           .t � t0

Several other technical assumptions.  A subtle issue about Poincarè 
recurrence.

t

�~
4

� �~4

⌧

f (t + i⌧) f (t) 2 R
| f (t + i⌧)|  1

1
1 � f

����
d f

dt

���� 
2⇡
�~
+ O(e�4⇡t/�~)

f (t) =
F(t + t0)
Fd + "

0



•                                                          may be viewed as a variant of the 
regularization of the OTO part of the squared commutator.

•In QFT the squared commutator                                                    is not 
necessarily well-defined.

F(t) = Tr[⇢̂
1
4 Â(t)⇢̂

1
4 B̂(0)⇢̂

1
4 Â(t)⇢̂

1
4 B̂(0)]

• A convenient prescription is to regularize it into the “bipartite” OTOC  
                                                 .

h[Â(t), B̂(0)]2i = Tr(⇢̂[Â(t), B̂(0)]2)

Tr(⇢̂
1
2 [Â(t), B̂(0)]⇢̂

1
2 [Â(t), B̂(0)]) Maldacena, Shenker, Stanford (2015)

• The OTO part is given by

F0(t) ⌘ 1
2 Tr[⇢̂

1
2 Â(t)B̂(0)⇢̂

1
2 Â(t)B̂(0)] + 1

2 Tr[⇢̂
1
2 B̂(0)Â(t)⇢̂

1
2 B̂(0)Â(t)]

Regularization



One-parameter family

• We introduce a one-parameter family of OTOCs:

F�(t) ⌘ 1
2 Tr[⇢̂

1��
2 Â(t)⇢̂

�
2 B̂(0)⇢̂

1��
2 Â(t)⇢̂

�
2 B̂(0)]

+ 1
2 Tr[⇢̂

1��
2 B̂(0)⇢̂

�
2 Â(t)⇢̂

1��
2 B̂(0)⇢̂

�
2 Â(t)] (0  �  1)

F�=0(t) = F0(t), F�= 1
2
(t) = F(t), F�(t) = F1��(t)

• This has appeared in the OTO fluctuation-dissipation theorem.

C�{A,B}2 (!) +C�[A,B]2 (!) = 2 coth
✓

(1 � 2�)
~!

4kBT

◆
C�{A,B}[A,B](!)

Tsuji, Shitara, Ueda, arXiv:1612.08781.

4F�(!)

=



F�1 (t)
F�2 (t)

F�3 (t)

· · ·

“Physics should not depend on the choice of the regularization.”

� : regularization parameter

F�(t) = c0(�) � ✏c1(�)e�(�)t + O(✏2)

c1(�) � 0 ✏ : positive

h[Â(t), B̂(0)]2i ( 0)

+e�t

?
�e�t



If          has a uniform asymptotic expansion of

in the region                                                                         with  
                and              , and if          is nonzero at least at one    in                   
               , then
c1(�) � 0 c1(�) �

Theorem:

0  �  1

D = {(t, �) | 0 < t1  t  t2 (t1 , t2), 0  �  1}

(i)        is independent of    (hence we write              ).  

(ii)                                                 with           .  

(iii)                    .

�(�) � �(�) = �

c̃1 > 0

F�(t)

F�(t) = c0(�) � ✏c1(�)e�(�)t + O(✏2)

Tsuji, Shitara, Ueda, arXiv:1706.09160.

c1(�) = c̃1 cos
✓

(1 � 2�)
~�

4kBT

◆

�  2⇡kBT
~

�(�) > 0



Outline of the proof: Tsuji, Shitara, Ueda, arXiv:1706.09160.

F�(t) = 1
2 F(t + i(1 � 2�) �~4 ) + 1

2 F(t � i(1 � 2�) �~4 )

F(z) � �~4  Im z  �~
4

→        can be Taylor expanded around    with 
the convergence radius

F(z)

F�(t) = 1
2 ei(1�2�) �~4 @t F(t) + 1

2 e�i(1�2�) �~4 @t F(t)

Since                                                        ,

F�(t) = c0 � ✏c̃1 cos
⇣

(1 � 2�) �~�4
⌘

e
�t + O(✏2) → (i), (ii)

c1(�) � 0 , cos
⇣

(1 � 2�) �~�4
⌘
� 0 , �  2⇡

�~ → (iii)

↑ uniform convergence

Maldacena, Shenker, Stanford (2015)

t

       is analytic in the strip                            (except at              ).

r
r = �~4

z = ±i �~4

t

F(t) = F�= 1
2
(t) =: c0 � ✏c̃1e

�t + O(✏2)



Remarks

• The theorem assumes the exponential growth in the finite time region  
                , and not in the semi-infinite region          .t1  t  t2 t � t0

• The MSS conjecture of                                               is stronger than our 
statement of the theorem.

d
dt (Fd � F(t))  2⇡

�~ (Fd � F(t))

• We have assumed that    is unrelated to    . If one wants to take           as 
in QM, the asymptotic expansion should be understood as the limit of        
with       fixed.

✏ ~ ✏ = ~2

✏ ! 0
�~

• If     were to exceed the bound, something strange would happen:  
The direction of the exponential growth becomes regularization-dependent.
�



Extension to higher-order OTOC

Fn
�(t) ⌘ 1

2 Tr
✓h
⇢̂

1��
2n Â(t)⇢̂

�
2n B̂(0)

i2n
◆
+ 1

2 Tr
✓h
⇢̂

1��
2n B̂(0)⇢̂

�
2n Â(t)

i2n
◆

0  �  1with                  and                       .n = 1, 2, 3, · · ·

•         is the                         part of the regularized                       .(AB)2n + (BA)2n h[Â(t), B̂(0)]2ni

• If          shows an exponential growth regardless of the choice of  
   regularization, i.e.,

Fn
�(t)

Fn
�(t)

F
n

�(t) = c0,n(�) + (�1)n✏c1,n(�)e�n(�)t + O(✏2)

c1,n(�) � 0with                  , then

�n  2⇡nkBT
~



Summary 2
• We rigorously proved:  
   If the OTOC shows an exponential growth regardless of  
   the choice of the regularization, then    must satisfy�

�  2⇡kBT
~

• Extension of the MSS bound to higher-order OTOCs:

�n  2⇡nkBT
~

(n = 1, 2, · · · )

Ref:  N. Tsuji, T. Shitara, M. Ueda, arXiv:1706.09160


